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“To investigate if and how it is in principle possible to, by measuring vibrations at 
the point machine and using AI, achieve an automatic correlation between the 
vibration levels and  degree of wear/ flaws anywhere on the turnout, so that this 
information can help TRV  to perform preventive maintenance actions to increase 
punctuality and traffic  capacity. Also the aim is to build a prototype, showing that 
this is  possible”

Aim of the project



Project information

Participants :  TRV, Bombardier Transportation AB , Infranord ,LTU

Financing :  Formas (2.5 Million SEK cash ) , Bombardier Transportation AB (2.2 Million SEK in   

kind) , TRV (0.15 Million SEK in kind) , Infranord (0.15 Million in kind)

Project duration :  Start 1/10/2019  ,   End  1/10/2021



Experimental 
test site



Squat detections



Squat measurements



Physical model squat detection



Physical model squat detection, 

example from S1S2
sinα = d(R-h)/R2

R = h/2 + d2/(8h)

Θ4 = 180 – α – θ3 där α = γ

Θ2 = 180 – α = 2θ3

F1 = Fcosθ4

With h = 1 mm and squat diameter 2R = 42 mm gives F1 = 0,095F

With h = 4 mm and squat diameter 2R = 61 mm gives F1 = 0,266 F.

This gives a factor 0,266/0,095 = 2,8 

The experimental tests gives the factor 0,15/ 0,05 = 3,0



Squat detections S0S1 

V =0,05 m/s



Squat detections S1S2 

V = 0,05 m/s



Squat detections S2S3 for wheel axle 1

V = 0,05 m/s

NOT POSSIBLE



Squat detections S0S3, V = 0,7 m/s



Detection of wear in crossing



Crossing measurements



Crossing measurements



Crossing measurements



Crossing measurements



Crossing measurements



Wear parameter J , 63 mm 

from crossing arrow, v = 0,6 m/s,

turnout direction



Wear parameter K,

153 mm from crossing arrow



Wear parameter l(PL), 

243 mm from crossing arrow



Detection of wear in middle rail



Detection of wear in middle rail

Slitagegrad 0

[mm]

Slitagegrad 1/3 

[mm]

Slitagegrad 

2/3[mm]

Slitagegrad 3/3 

[mm]

X0 0,51 1,31 2,62 3,82

Z0 0,96 0,94 0,96 0,96

X3 1,63 2,39 4,48 5,92

X6 4,30 4,54 6,54 8,00



Wear parameter x0 in middle rail,

v = 0,05 m/s



Wear parameter x3 in middle rail



Wear parameter x6 in middle rail



FFT for middle rail S1S2



FFT wear parameter x0 at 200 Hz



FFT wear parameter x0 at 350 Hz



FFT wear parameter x0 at 1650 Hz



FFT wear parameter x0 at 2300 Hz



FFT wear parameter x3 at 200 Hz



FFT wear parameter x3 at 350 Hz



FFT wear parameter x3 at 1650 Hz



FFT wear parameter x3 at 2300 Hz



FFT wear parameter x6 at 200 Hz



FFT wear parameter x6 at 350 Hz



FFT wear parameter x6 at 1650 Hz



FFT wear parameter x6 at 2300 Hz



Crossing v =0,7 m/s



Wear parameter x0 at manual 

speeds after speed correction



Wear parameter x3 at manual 

speeds after speed corrections



Wear parameter x6 at manual 

speeds after speed corrections



Wear parameter x3 at manual 

speeds after speed corrections



Wear parameter x6 at manual 

speeds after speed corrections



Detection of wear in 

switch blades



Geometrical measurements



Geometrical measurements



Rail 3 :  Switch blade 

measurements



Wear parameter G for switch blade



Wear parameter G for switch blade



Wear parameter -H for switch blade



Wear parameter -H for switch blade



Wear parameter +H for switch blade



Wear parameter +H for switch blade



Rail height for switch blade



Rail height for switch blade



Detection of wear in support rail



Detection of wear in support rail



Detection of wear in support rail



Detection of wear in support rail



Detection of wheel plates



Detection of wheel plates, V = 0,5 m/s



Detection of wheel plates, 3-15 m from

point machine



FFT, Detection of wheel plates



Detection of wheel plates



Trailed or not 

trailed point 



Detection of trailed point , 

start at 10 m from the clashing point, stop at 
clashing point



Detection of trailed switch



Detection of  tamping error



Detection of  tamping error located at

point machine



Detection of  tamping error



Neural  network algoritm

ResNet 18-50



Input to neural network-

example min and max wear in middle rail



Results from AI  ResNet algorithm

- Wear in crossing



Results from AI  ResNet algorithm

- Wear in middle rail



Results from AI  ResNet algorithm

-Total wear and flaws in diverging

part of switch.



The Taoufik Najeh Method

(TN- Method)

MUCH BETTER RESULTS SOON 
COME USING ALGORITM LSTM 

AND MANY FEATURES TOGETHER



Demonstrator



Today actions
-Pattern recognition using Neural network for all different cases.

-Deep analysis of ALL data together.

-Writing of scientifical papers.

-Physical modelling

-Preparing for next project proposal DigiSwitch 2



Next proposal Digiswitch 2
Part A:  Optimal maintenance prediction  for components inside the point machine, using Digiswitch 1 prototype with 
included Resnet neural network algorithm

Part B: Field test at TRV in real traffic, using Digiswitch 1 prototype with included Resnet algorithm for predicting 
maintenance need in any component of the whole switch

Project consortium: LTU,  Alstom/Bombardier, TRV, Infranord, Sweco and eventually also Vossloh

Project time: 3-5 year dependent if also a suitable PhD student can be financed

Project costs: 3 – 5 million SEK dependent if also a PhD student will be included

Time schedules: Application before summer 2021 to  BVFF, Formas , Vinnova, etc.

Collaboration with JVTC and financial support from JVTC will be highly 
appreciated !



Conclusions
With our new method it is in the switch in principle 
possible  to detect squats, wear in crossing, wear in 
middle rail, wear in switch blade, wear in support 
rail, wheel defects,  tamping error and risk for 
trailing switches



Challenges for using this 

new technology in real traffic
-How to separate all vibration signals from each other which are 
dependent on type of locomotive and wagons, speed, axle load, 

number of wagons, etc?

-How to separate all different types of wear and how to exact 
localize them?

MORE RESEACH IS NEEDED



Future actions

• Preparing for next project 

• Finalizing the project delivery

• Strategy for implementation and 

sharing of data (Veronica)
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